)-as the centralized optimum. We discuss the tradeoffs between these different protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
Whereas classical statistical inference is performed in a centralized manner, many modern scientific and engineering applications (e.g., sensor networks) are inherently decentralized: data are distributed throughout a network, and cannot be aggregated due to various forms of communication constraints. In statistical terms, such communication constraints imply that the individual sensors cannot transmit the raw data; rather, they must compress or quantize the data (e.g., from a continuousvalued observation to a binary random random variable), and can transmit only this compressed representation back to the fusion center. There is a rich literature in both information theory and statstical signal processing on problems of decentralized statistical inference. A number of researchers, dating back to the seminal paper [9] , have studied the problem of hypothesis testing under communication-constraints; see [10] for an overview. A parallel line of work deals with problem of decentralized estimation. Work in signal processing typically formulates it as a quantizer design problem and considers finite sample behavior [1] , [4] ; in contrast, the information-theoretic approach is asymptotic in nature, based on rate-distortion theory [11] . In much of the literature on decentralized statistical inference, it is assumed that the underlying distributions are known with a specified parametric form (e.g., Gaussian). More recent work has addressed non-parametric and data-driven formulations of these problems, in which the decision-maker is simply provided samples from the unknown distribution [7] , [6] .
This paper addresses the problem of estimating an arbitrary quantile of an unknown distribution, for which no unbiased single sample estimator exists. We consider a standard fusionbased architecture, in which each of m sensors is permitted to transmits a single bit to the fusion center, which in turn is permitted to send some number k bits of feedback. For a decentralized protocol with k = m bits of feedback, we prove that the algorithm achieves the order-optimal rate of the best centralized method (i.e., one with access to the full collection of raw data). We also consider a protocol that permits only a single bit of feedback, and establish that it achieves the same rate. This single-bit protocol is advantageous in that, with for a fixed target mean-squared error of the quantile estimate, it yields longer sensor lifetimes than either the centralized or full feedback protocols.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We begin in Section II with background on quantile estimation, and optimal rates in the centralized setting. In Section III, we begin by describing two algorithms for solving the decentralized version. We then state our main theoretical results, and illustrate the agreement between theory and simulation. Section IV contains the proofs of our main results, and we conclude in Section V with a discussion.
II. BACKGROUND
We begin by introducing some background on quantile estimation; see Serfling [8] for further details.
Basic problem: Given a real-valued random variable X, let F (x) : = P[X ≤ x] be its distribution function (necessarily right-continuous). For any 0 < α < 1, the α th -quantile of F is defined as F −1 (α) = θ(α) : = inf {x ∈ R | F (x) ≥ α}. Morever, if F is continuous at α, then we have α = F (θ(α)). As a particular example, for α = 0.5, the associated quantile is simply the median. Now suppose that for a fixed level α * ∈ (0, 1), we wish to estimate the quantile θ * = θ(α * ). We work in the non-parametric setting, in which the class of possible distributions lacks a particular parameterized form, but rather satisfies only mild conditions. In particular, we assume that the distribution function F is differentiable, so that X has the Fig. 1 . Sensor network for quantile estimation with m sensors. Each sensor is permitted to transmit a 1-bit message to the fusion center; in turn, the fusion center is permitted to broadcast k bits of feedback. density function p X (x) = F (x) (w.r.t Lebesgue measure), and moreover that p X (x) > 0 for all x ∈ R. → θ * ), and moreover that asymptotic normality holds
Fusion center
so that the asymptotic MSE decreases as O(1/N ), where N is the total number of samples.
III. DISTRIBUTED QUANTILE ESTIMATION
We consider the standard network architecture illustrated in Figure 1 . There are m sensors, each of which has a dedicated two-way link to a fusion center. We assume that each sensor i ∈ {1, . . . , m} collects independent samples X(i) of the random variable X ∈ R with distribution function F (θ) : = P[X ≤ θ]. We consider a sequential version of the quantile estimation problem, in which sensor i receives measurements X n (i) at time steps n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and the fusion center forms an estimate θ n of the quantile. The key condition-giving rise to the decentralized nature of the problem-is that communication between each sensor and the central processor is constrained, so that the sensor cannot simply relay its measurement X(i) to the central location, but rather must perform local computation, and then transmit a summary statistic to the fusion center. More concretely, we impose the following restrictions on the protocol. First, at each time step n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., each sensor i = 1, . . . , m can transmit a single bit Y n (i) to the fusion center. Second, the fusion center can broadcast k bits back to the sensor nodes at each time step. We analyze two distinct protocols, depending on whether k = m or k = 1.
A. Protocol specification
For each protocol, all sensors are initialized with some fixed θ 0 . The algorithms are specified in terms of a constant K > 0 and step sizes n > 0 that satisfy the conditions
The first condition ensures infinite travel (i.e., that the sequence θ n can reach θ * from any starting condition), whereas the second condition (which implies that n → 0) is required for variance reduction. A standard choice satisfying these conditions-and the one that we assume herein-is n = 1/n.
With this set-up, the m-bit scheme consists of the following steps:
Decentralized quantile estimation with m-bit feedback:
(a) Local decision: each sensor computes the binary decision
and transmits it to the fusion center. (b) Parameter update: the fusion center updates its current estimate θ n+1 of the quantile parameter as follows:
(c) Feedback: the fusion broadcasts the m received bits {Y n+1 (1), . . . , Y n+1 (m)} back to the sensors.
After the feedback step, each sensor has knowledge of {Y n (1), . . . , Y n (m)}, which (in conjuction with knowledge of m, α * and n ) allow it to compute the updated parameter θ n+1 . Knowledge of this parameter suffices to compute the local decision (3).
The 1-bit feedback scheme is similar, except that it requires broadcasting only a single bit (Z n+1 ), and involves an extra step size parameter K m , which is specified in the statement of Theorem 2.
Decentralized quantile estimation with 1-bit feedback:
and transmits it to the fusion center. (b) Aggregate decision and parameter update: The fusion center computes the aggregate decision
and uses it update the parameter according to
where the constant β is chosen as
The fusion center broadcasts the aggregate decision Z n+1 back to the sensor nodes (one bit of feedback).
After the feedback step of this protocol, each sensor has knowledge of the aggregate decision Z n+1 , which (in con-juction with n and the constant β) allow it to compute the updated parameter θ n+1 . Knowledge of this parameter suffices to compute the local decision (5).
B. Convergence results
We now state our main results on the convergence behavior of these two distributed protocols. In all cases, we assume the step size choice n = 1/n. Theorem 1 (m-bit feedback). For any α * ∈ (0, 1), consider a random sequence {θ n } generated by the m-bit feedback protocol. Then (a) For all initial conditions θ 0 , the sequence θ n converges almost surely to θ * such that
so that the asymptotic MSE is O( 1 mn ). Remarks: After n steps of this decentralized protocol, a total of N = nm observations have been made, so that our discussion in Section II dictates (see equation (1)) that the optimal asymptotic MSE is O( 1 nm ). Interestingly, then, the m-bit feedback decentralized protocol is order-optimal with respect to the centralized gold standard.
Before stating the analogous result for the 1-bit feedback protocol, we begin by introducing some useful notation. First, we define for any fixed θ ∈ R the random variablē
Note that for each fixed θ, the distribution ofȲ (θ) is binomial with parameters m and F (θ). It is convenient to define the function
with domain (r, y) ∈ [0, 1]×[0, 1]. With this notation, we have
Theorem 2 (1-bit feedback).
For any α * ∈ (0, 1), consider a random sequence {θ n } generated by the 1-bit feedback protocol. Then we have: (a) The sequence θ n a.s.
, or equivalently such that
2γ m (θ * ) − 1 (12) (c) If we choose a constant step size K m = K, then as n → ∞, the asymptotic variance behaves as
so that the asymptotic MSE is O 1 nm .
C. Comparative Analysis
We can compute the relative performance of each proposed algorithm. A simple calculation shows that setting K = 1/p X (θ * ) in algorithm m-bf yields the same asymptotic variance as the optimal centralized scheme. In practice, however, the value p X (θ * ) is typically not known. For the algorithm 1-bf, making the substitutionK = K/ 2πα * (1 − α * ) yields the asymptotic variance 2π 4K
Since the stability criterion is the same as that for m-bf, the optimal choice isK = 1/p X (θ * ). So although the rate is the same, the prefactor for the 1-bf algorithm is 57% higher than the optimal centralized scheme. The main advantage of using algorithm 1-bf is that despite the performance loss, the network lifetime scales as O(m) compared to O(1) for m-bf.
D. Simulation example
We now provide some simulation results in order to illustrate the two decentralized protocols, and the agreement between theory and practice. In particular, we consider the quantile estimation problem when the underlying distribution (which, of course, is unknown to the algorithm) is uniform on [0, 1] random. In this case, we have p X (x) = 1 uniformly for all x ∈ [0, 1], so that taking the constant K = 1 ensures that the stability conditions in both Theorem 1 and 2 are satisfied. We simulate the behavior of both algorithms for α * = 0.3 over a range of choices for the network size m. Figure 2 For comparison to our theory, we measure the empirical variance by first computing the averageê l n = √ n(θ n − θ * ) over L = 20 runs. The normalization by √ n is used to isolate the effect of m. We estimate the variance by running algorithm for n = 2000 steps, and computing the empirical variance of e l n for time steps n = 1800 through to n = 2000. Figure 2 (b) shows these empirically computed variances, and a comparison to the theoretical predictions of Theorems 1 and 2 for constant step size; note the excellent agreement between theory and practice. Panel (c) shows the comparison between the m-bf algorithm, and the 1-bf algorithm with decaying 1/ √ m step size. Here the asymptotic MSE of both algorithms decays like 1/m for m up to roughly 500; after this point, our fixed choice of n is insufficient to reveal the asymptotic behavior. 
IV. ANALYSIS
Our proofs of Theorem 1 and 2 exploit results from the stochastic approximation literature [5] , [2] . In particular, both types of parameter updates (4) and (7) can be written in the general form
where
Note that the step size choice n = 1/n satisfies the conditions in equation (2) . Moreover, the sequence (θ n , Y n+1 ) is Markov, since θ n and Y n+1 depend on the past only via θ n−1 and Y n .
In addition to these assumptions, convergence requires an additional attractiveness condition. For each fixed θ ∈ R, let µ θ ( · ) denote the distribution of Y conditioned on θ. A key quantity in the analysis of stochastic approximation algorithms is the averaged function
We assume (as is true for our cases) that this expectation exists. Now the differential equation method dictates that under suitable conditions, the asymptotic behavior of the update (16) is determined essentially by the behavior of the ODE dθ dt = h(θ(t)). Almost sure convergence: Suppose that the following attractiveness condition → θ * (see §5.1 in Benveniste et al. [2] ). Asymptotic normality: In our updates, the random variables Y n take the form Y n = g(X n , θ n ) where the X n are i.i.d. Suppose that the following stability condition is satisfied:
Then we have
See §3.1.2 in Benveniste et al. [2] for further details.
A. Proof of Theorem 1 (a) The m-bit feedback algorithm is a special case of the general update (16), with n =
Computing the averaged function, we have
where F (θ n ) = P(X ≤ θ n ). We then observe that θ * satisfies the attractiveness condition (18), since
for all θ = θ * , by the monotonocity of the cumulative distribution function. Finally, we compute the conditional variance of H as follows:
using the fact that H is a sum of Bernoulli variables. Thus, we can conclude that θ n → θ * almost surely.
, so that the stability condition (19) holds. Applying the asymptotic normality result (20) with the variance R(θ (21)) yields the claim.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
This argument involves additional analysis, due to the aggregate decision (6) taken by the fusion center. First, the aggregate decision Z n+1 is a Bernoulli random variable; we begin by computing its parameter. Each transmitted bit Y n+1 (i) is Ber(F (θ n )), where we recall the notation F (θ) : = P(X ≤ θ). Using the definition (10), we have the equivalances
The following result is elementary (proof omitted due to space constraints):
is non-negative, differentiable and monotonically decreasing.
To establish almost sure convergence, we use a similar approach as in the previous theorem. We begin by computing the function h as follows
using the equivalences (22). We now establish the attractiveness condition (18). In particular, for any θ such that F (θ) = F (θ * ), we calculate that h(θ) [θ − θ * ] is given by
where the inequality follows from the fact that G m (r, x) is monotically decreasing in r for each fixed x ∈ [0, 1] (using Lemma 1), and that the function F is monotonically increasing. In order to compute the asymptotic variance, we need to investigate the behavior of R(θ * ) and γ(θ * ) as m → +∞. First examining R(θ * ), the central limit theorem guarantees that G m (F (θ * ), y) → Φ √ m y−α * α * (1−α * ) . Consequently, we have
We now turn to the behavior of γ(θ * ):
Lemma 2. As m → +∞, we have
.
Proof:
We compute that G m (r) = ∂Gm(r,α * ) ∂r
